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QUESTION 1

The practice of decomposing a requirement into failing tests is called: 

A. Behavior driven development 

B. Scrum testing 

C. Regression testing 

D. Acceptance test driven development 

Correct Answer: D 

In ATDD you start with writing tests to represent the requirement. Since you start with this, there is no production code
to satisfy the test which is why the tests will fail. 

 

QUESTION 2

What is the step to take in TDD after the tests have failed? 

A. Meet with the team to see why it fails 

B. Change the test in a way that is passes 

C. Run it again to verify it fails. 

D. Write the code to satisfy the test 

Correct Answer: D 

In TDD you start with writing the test before the code. This test cannot pass. If it does, the test is wrong. When the tests
are written, the production code to satisfy the test will be written. Once all the tests succeeds, the product code is done. 

 

QUESTION 3

When is it most appropriate for developers to change the Definition of Done 

A. During the sprint planning when they can\\'t fit enough into the sprint 

B. Prior to starting a new sprint 

C. In the retrospective when it turns out they can improve quality 

D. Prior to starting a new project 

Correct Answer: C 

The definition of done can be changed when more is learnt. This always needs to be done aiming at a high quality
usable increment. The best time to reflect on this is the retrospective. 
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QUESTION 4

A scrum master is working with developers that are spread over different locations. They have a variety of meeting
rooms and the daily scrum is a logistic struggle every day. What actions should the scrum master take? 

A. Allow the developers to self-manage and decide what to do their selves. 

B. Raise it as an impediment and make sure that management solves it. 

C. Create a schedule and alternate who is responsible for the daily scrum logistics 

D. Decide the best solution and arrange a meeting to inform the developers. 

Correct Answer: A 

Self management is important. All the other options the scrum master takes a decision by himself, it is better if the
solution comes from the development team. 

 

QUESTION 5

What is technical debt? 

A. A term representing the eventual consequences of poor technical choices 

B. Developers that have to pay college debt 

C. Code that hasn\\'t been documented 

D. The money an organization owes to tool and hardware vendors 

Correct Answer: A 

Technical debt is the result of incomplete work going into the increment and poor design and architectural choices. 
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